High-Quality Wear Components
CUSTOM DESIGNED PRODUCTS
We manufacture an extensive line of high-quality replacement parts for
bottle filling machinery. Our strong commitment to research has resulted in
the development of 100s of new products.
Many Uni-Spray bottling components are custom designed and manufactured to
specific customer requirements. In every possible case these products have been
designed to outperform OEM replacements, often at significant cost saving.
We offer complete consulting and design engineering services, ranging from
conceptual design to CAD design, 3D solid models and rapid prototyping
services. We have the ability to build low cost prototype molds and inserts to
assist in testing designs prior to full-scale production.

OUR APPROACH
Uni-Spray’s manufacturing process is virtually self-contained. As a result we
maintain a high degree of control over design and cost factors from start to finish.
You, in turn, enjoy the benefits of competitive pricing and the fastest delivery
schedule in the industry.
The following characteristics are why knowledgeable customers choose
Uni-Spray products:
• Superior and consistent quality
• Complete solutions
• Quick turn-around
You can rely on Uni-Spray’s worldwide, just-in-time programs to reduce your
inventory levels. Our large inventory of components is ever-evolving. If we do
not stock the specific product you need, please do not hesitate to contact our
design team to discuss manufacturing a part to your specific needs.

If your project or requirement
is time sensitive, please contact
Damen Toushan:
damen@uni-spray.com
or telephone 877-236-0204

Our website: www.uni-spray.com provides interactive links to allow you to see
how Uni-Spray can assist you in maximizing the performance of your bottling
equipment. You can contact us via e-mail info@uni-spray.com or fax us at
519-885-4325 and we will respond to you in a timely manner. Please send us
your Request for Quote form to ensure a quick turnaround of your project.
We provide drawings and have the capabilities to design prototypes.
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